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user stories identify requirements from the perspective of the user.
originated in xp

can be used with any methodology
as a type of user, I need something so that I can accomplish something.
as an art student coming to the training website, i need to find one-to-one tutoring on photoshop so that i can quickly get up to speed with this software for my art course.
As an art student, specific user
As an art student, I need to find one-to-one help with Photoshop so that I can quickly get up to speed with it for my art course.
documenting requirements → discussing requirements
tasks
criteria
materials
more stories
as a type of user, i need something so that i can accomplish something.
independent
negotiable
valuable
estimable
small
testable
exercise
as a **type of user**, i need something so that i can accomplish something.
agile resources: socuteurl.com/widdlywiddlemymonkeymutton